ERICA reports

Deliverable reports and associated consultation documents for the ERICA project

D-ERICA: An INTEGRATED APPROACH to the assessment and management of environmental risks from ionising radiation. Description of purpose, methodology and application.
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DELIVERABLE D1: Progress on the Production of the Web-based Effects Database: FREDERICA.
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DELIVERABLE D4b: Overview of Ecological Risk Characterisation Methodologies
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DELIVERABLE 5: Derivation of Predicted-No-Effect-Dose-Rate values for ecosystems (and their sub-organisational levels) exposed to radioactive substances.
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DELIVERABLE D7a: First EUG Event - Part 2: Briefing notes on assessment frameworks and knowledge gaps.
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DELIVERABLE D7c: Transcripts from The First Generic EUG Event Ecological Risk Assessment and Management.
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DELIVERABLE D7d: Transcript from the Third Thematic EUG Event: Decision-making and stakeholder involvement.
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DELIVERABLE 7e: Scientific Uncertainties: Transcript from the EUG Workshop.
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DELIVERABLE D7f The ERICA Consensus Seminar.
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